Mimecast Awareness Training
Increase Your Employees’ Knowledge of
Basic Security Issues and How to Respond
RapidScale, a Cox Business company, offers Mimecast Awareness
Training, a security awareness training and cyber risk platform that helps
you combat information security breaches caused by employee
mistakes. Developed by top leadership from the U.S. military, law
enforcement and intelligence community, the training makes employees
an active part of your defense, instead of your biggest risk.

Persistent Training
Implement a persistent,
non-intrusive training
methodology to change
behavior, improve
knowledge and
retention around core
security issues, and
ultimately lower risk.

Engaging Content
The engagement that
Mimecast’s Awareness
Training drives and the
results it delivers are
difficult to match,
largely thanks to the
best content in the
industry.

Efficiency

Employee Ownership

With just 2 to 3 minutes
of training a month
required for your busy
employees, maintain
the highest possible
level of organizational
security awareness.

Build your human
firewall by working to
give all employees a
stronger sense of
individual responsibility
for protecting the
organization.

Features
• Engaging Training: 3 to 5-minute video-based training modules
deliver learning in manageable and digestible blocks.
• Real World Testing: The platform regularly evaluates employees and
tracks indicators across the three root causes of human error - knowledge,
awareness and attitude.
• Risk Scoring: Focus on the greatest areas of risk and need by
determining who your riskiest employees are based on behavior and how
likely they are to be attacked.
• Custom Remediation: Customized scenarios can be created to
continuously assess and train high-risk employees.
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Address Human Error

When the anatomy of successful cyberattacks is analyzed, nearly all of them
have one thing in common – some user, somewhere, did something that
could have been avoided. Despite the most advanced protections that can
be put in place, and despite the best threat intelligence that can be brought
to bear, organizations remain vulnerable because of one key factor: human
error.
People are – and likely always will be – the weak link in the chain. Yet, efforts
to reduce the very real risk they represent are failing. Organizations are
pouring billions of dollars into security and awareness training, but these
investments are not translating into results. In fact, the probability that
companies of all types and sizes will experience a security breach is greater
today than it was just a few years ago.

Security Awareness Training Done Right

When training is unengaging and unenjoyable, people don’t learn. If they are
not armed with the knowledge of what to look out for and what to do when the situation arises, they will make
mistakes. And, in what is an act of self-defense, they will treat security as “somebody else’s problem” and
develop a dismissive attitude about training. This negative process reinforces itself over time, making insufficient
training programs not just useless, but harmful. It’s time to break the cycle. The time for a new approach has
arrived.
Effective training is engaging. Short. Relatable. It is persistent, reinforcing key concepts regularly. Mimecast
Awareness Training is all that and then some. The training videos are scripted by world-class comedy writers
and performed by actors who are spectacularly right for their roles. And the topics covered are shaped with the
help of top CISOs focusing on the topics that matter the most for cyber risk management today.
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